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Changes in Usage of an Indoor Public Space:

Analysis of One Year of Person Tracking
Dražen Brščić, Member, IEEE, and Takayuki Kanda, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Knowledge about space usage from variables such
as density and walking speed could support a variety of service
applications. However there is not much knowledge on how the
usage of space changes during extended periods of time and what
affects the changes. We have installed a person tracking system
in a large area of a shopping center, and collected pedestrian
data over a year. In this paper we analyze the collected data to
find the changes in pedestrian density and speed, percentage of
children, and pedestrian trajectories. The changes from day to
day, as well as during the day are examined and a number of
factors that affect them are identified. This is in turn used in
the prediction of the state of the space using a Gaussian process
model.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANALYSIS and modeling of human usage of public spaces

is very important in a wide range of applications. For

example, knowledge about the motion and behavior inside a

certain environment can be used to improve the services that

are provided.

Modeling the microscopic pedestrian behavior (behavior of

individual pedestrians, e.g. how pedestrians move towards a

goal while avoiding each other, and how they form groups)

supports simulating and predicting the motion of multiple

pedestrians inside a space. Common applications based on mi-

croscopic pedestrian behavior models include the assessment

of the accessibility [1], safety of spaces during emergency

situations [2], [3], and automatic detection of unusual behavior

[4], [5].

The use of models of person motion and space usage is also

becoming common in robotics, especially for social robots.

For example, motion patterns learned from observations of

humans can be used to make the navigation among people

more effective [6], [7]. In addition, knowledge of people’s

behavior can support devising ways for robots to approach

people [8], find appropriate places to offer services [9] or chose

a place for waiting [10].

It is not clear if models of behavior based on data collected

at one specific point of time apply at some different time.

Usage of space can be dependent on the time when it is

observed. This suggests that for the prediction or simulation

of the complete state of an environment at a certain instant,

in addition to a microscopic behavior model, it may be

necessary to specify the conditions for the model at that
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Fig. 1. Public space at different times of year (on Sunday, around 14:00)—are
there differences in the usage of space?

instant. The conditions include variables such as the number

of people in the space, and their flow and preferred velocities.

These variables and their dynamics can jointly be called the

macroscopic pedestrian behavior. To reproduce the pedestrian

state during extended periods it may be necessary to account

for changes in macroscopic behavior variables.

This work addresses how does the macroscopic behavior

in a public space change in time, both during a single day

and over longer periods; what factors affect the changes; and

can the state of the space be predicted based on available

knowledge of the factors that cause the change. For instance,

when using robots as shop keepers, these answers could

inform the appropriate number of robots required, robot battery

charging schedules, or robot placement, as in [9].

The study of long-term macroscopic behavior in public

spaces has been limited by the ability to detect and contin-

uously track people in a wide area and for a long time. We

installed multiple 3-D range sensors in a shopping center and

developed a tracking system to collect the position data for all

visitors. We used this system to save tracking data twice every

week, during one year. Here we analyze the data, specifically

focusing on the changes in the macroscopic behavior that

occurred during the observation period.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Long-term Collection of Pedestrian Data

Different ways for obtaining pedestrian trajectories inside

a space have been proposed [11]. The traditional approach is

through surveys or manual marking of the route of a person

on a map [12]. Another alternative is manual annotation of

positions in videos. For long-term pedestrian position data,

these methods are too labor intensive.

For collecting large amounts of pedestrian data wearable

sensors have been used, such as RFID or WiFi tags. For

example Larson et al. [13] used RFID tags to track people
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in a supermarket. In [14] RFID tags were used in a museum

for a period of 25 days. However, requiring people to wear

sensors is often impractical and can also affect behavior.

Another approach is using sensors installed in the environ-

ment. In [15], an automated pedestrian counter was installed

on a street for one year and the influence of weather on

the number of pedestrians was studied. However, compared

to tracking, counting only provides pedestrian information

limited to a particular position in the space.

Standard cameras have often been used for tracking. In

[16]–[18], authors analyzed pedestrian trajectories in open

public spaces. Publicly available pedestrian tracking datasets

that span multiple days include the MIT dataset [18] and

the BIWI dataset [19]. Considering the large number of

surveillance cameras installed in many public areas, there is

an expectation of the use of standard cameras for tracking

[4]. Nevertheless, robust and reliable tracking in public spaces

using cameras remains limited due to occlusions, scene vari-

ability, and other factors [11].

Tracking systems that use laser range finders [5], [20], [21]

or 3-D range sensors [22], [23] (including also the system

in [24] used in this work) are much less affected by these

problems. In particular, they are not as strongly influenced by

lighting conditions and objects in the environments, which can

change significantly during the day and at different times of

the year.

The prior work on pedestrian tracking generally focused on

a small area over a limited period. One exception appears in

[25], where 3-D range sensors were used for tracking people

inside a train station for several months; however only 4 days

of data are analyzed.

B. Modeling and Simulation of Pedestrian Behavior

Modeling of pedestrian motion has received much interest,

especially the study of pedestrian dynamics during evacuation

and panic situations (see [2] for a review). One popular model

is the social-force model [26], and improved variants of the

basic model that better describe dynamics in less crowded

public environments appear in [27], [28].

While these works model pedestrian behavior on a mi-

croscopic level by describing avoidance behavior between

pedestrians, others address how people traverse the envi-

ronment [17], [29], [30]. In an example from the human-

robot interaction field, Bennewitz et al. [6] learned people’s

trajectories and predicted their future motion in order to help

a robot effectively avoid people.

These models allow one to simulate pedestrian behavior

inside an environment to support evaluation of the usage of

space, without long-term collection of real pedestrian data.

For example, in [1] the authors use simulation of pedestrian

behavior in order to assess the design of a train station. In [9]

we used a pedestrian simulator to reproduce crowding effects

around a social robot, and to support robot motion planning.

In this paper we are not interested in the modeling or

simulation of the behavior of each single person. Instead we

wish to study the macroscopic behavior of the crowd, i.e. the

changes in pedestrian statistics that happen in the environment

over extended periods of time.

Fig. 2. Tracking area and sensor setup in ATC shopping mall. The dashed
line shows the border of the area covered by the sensors.

III. DATA COLLECTION METHODS

A. Environment

The data were collected at the Asia & Pacific Trade Center

(ATC) in Osaka, Japan. ATC includes a shopping center

and office buildings. Pedestrians include office workers and

occasional visitors like shoppers and travelers. A map of the

considered area and the sensor arrangement are shown in

Fig. 2.

In the west part of the covered area there is a large square,

which connects to a long corridor to the east. The corridor

leads to the train station and to the rest of the shopping center.

Along the north side of the corridor there are several shops.

Going north from the square it is possible to access escalators

and elevators which lead to shops, offices and parking lots.

Additionally, the short corridor to the west of the square leads

to a ferry terminal, a convenience store and other elevators.

Preliminary observations identified two patterns of space

usage. During the week, there were fewer people and many

appeared to work in the center. Most would transverse the

observed area without stopping, with the main flow through

the east corridor. On the weekends there were more people.

The largest flow was in the east corridor. In the central square,

which was almost empty during the week, there were more

people on the benches. In addition, more customers visited

the shops in the east corridor.

B. Sensor Setup and Tracking Method

The tracking method and the sensor setup are described in

[24] and summarized here. The approximately 900 m2 area

was covered with a combination of different 3-D range sensor

types. For coverage we used a combination of time-of-flight

cameras (Panasonic D-IMager), structured light cameras (Asus

Xtion) and rotating laser scanners from Velodyne.

The sensors were mounted overhead at approximately 4m

height (8m for rotating laser scanners). Due to the high

mounting the obtained measurements were noisy and there

were missing values. For tracking we used a heuristic method

robust to the imperfections in the measurements. The basic

principle of the method is sketched in Fig. 3. First, from the

3-D range scan obtained from a sensor all static parts are

removed, leaving only the points belonging to moving objects,

i.e. people. These points are then clustered such that each

cluster corresponds to a single person. Next, the clusters are
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Fig. 3. Tracking method.

divided vertically into layers of fixed height and the layers

belonging to the top of the head and shoulder area are extracted

(shown as shaded regions in Fig. 3). The mean value of the

points in the head layer provides the head center, which defines

the position and height of the person. The body orientation is

extracted from the shoulder layer as the vector perpendicular

to the line connecting both shoulders.

These calculations are done separately for each sensor. Then

the single-sensor estimates of person position, height and body

angle are combined using a particle filter to obtain smooth and

continuous tracking in the whole area.

C. Tracking Performance

We evaluated the tracking system performance using the

CLEAR MOT metrics [31]. The obtained multiple object

tracking accuracy (MOTA) was 98.6% on weekdays and

93.2% on the weekend. Considering the size of the area this

result is very good, with continuous tracking most of the time,

and a low number of false positives and misses. See [24] for

more tracking results.

We look at the tracking failure cases in more detail in order

to understand how they might affect the analysis. The most

common issue concerns the errors in the identity of a person.

These can be either the assignment of a different ID to a

person due to a temporary tracking loss, or a switch of IDs

between people, which can occur when two pedestrians are

very close. On a manually labeled sample containing both

Wednesday and Sunday data the ratio of pedestrians for whom

the ID errors occurred at some point was 17%. For 7.1% of

the people the ID changed during tracking, whereas for 11.8

% of the people there was an ID switch to a different person

(this chiefly happened between people in the same group). As

a result of ID changes, part of the obtained trajectories were

split in two parts. ID switching sometimes resulted in distorted

trajectories, but as it mainly happened inside groups, generally

the changes in shape of the affected trajectories were not large.

These changes in single trajectories due to ID related

errors have an effect on the analysis of trajectories, which

is presented in Section V. The rest of the analysis does not

look at single trajectories, so the effect of these errors is small.

0

0.2

person/m2

(a) Average density.

< 0.80

> 1.15

m/s

(b) Average speed.

Fig. 4. Distribution of (a) average density and (b) average speeds. (Note:
stripes in the corridor are artifacts of the tracking system at the sensor
boundaries.)

D. Collected Data

In the following analysis we use the data collected from

the beginning of October 2012 until the end of September

2013. During this period we saved the data twice every week,

except around New Year. The days of saving were fixed:

Wednesday was chosen as a representative of a weekday with

a relatively small number of visitors and Sunday was selected

as a crowded weekend day. In the analysis below we use data

from 45 Wednesdays and 42 Sundays for which tracking data

for the entire day were collected. The data were saved from

10:00 to 20:00.

To analyze the spatial and temporal changes, we divided

the space into equally spaced grid cells of size 0.5x0.5m. For

each cell we counted the number of people passing through in

a certain time interval, their walking speed and height. This

information allowed us to extract variables such as density,

speed, and the percentage of children.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

A. Usage of Space

Fig. 4(a) shows a map of the average person density in the

space. The most dense area is the east corridor. As the corridor

connects this part of the shopping center to the train station and

the rest of the center, a large number of people pass through

it. The flow splits once it reaches the west end of the corridor,

with many exiting the area to the north of the square and the

rest entering the square or crossing it and proceeding to the

west corridor. Fig. 4(b) indicates the parts of the space where

people tend to walk and where they stay for longer periods or

walk more slowly.

Using density and speed as features, it is possible to

partition the total area into parts where similar conditions are
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Fig. 5. Space partitioning using k-means (k=5). Two sub-areas that are
considered in the analysis are also noted: corridor (in green), and square
(inside white dashed rectangle).

expected. For each grid cell we defined a feature vector which

consists of the density and speed values (from Fig. 4), and the

(x, y) position coordinates of the cell for grouping spatially

close parts together. We then run the k-means clustering on the

feature set. The partitioning obtained using k=5 is shown in

Fig. 5. This partitioning allows us to define two sub-areas used

in the analysis below. One is the corridor area, which extends

through the east corridor (green partition in Fig. 5). This is

an area with high density and velocities. Another interesting

part of the space is the square area for which we use the

central part of the blue partition, corresponding to the central

and south part of the square. Both the density and velocities

in this area are low.

Notice how the green and red partitions (i.e. areas of high

velocity and relatively high person density) outline the main

routes in the area: the corridors on the east and west, and the

top part of the square which is traversed either to go from one

corridor to the other or to move between the corridors and the

space to the north out of the observed area.

An animation of the variations during the day and during

the year can be seen in the video accompanying the paper.

B. Variations During the Observation Period

We analyzed the changes that occurred from day to day

during the observation period. The average densities for each

day for the whole observed space are shown in Fig. 6(a).

There is a significant difference between the densities on

Sunday and Wednesday (Welch t-test: t=12.6, p<0.001). The

number of people on Sundays is also higher and has more

variability than on Wednesdays (Sunday: mean 64.0, s.d. 22.4;

Wednesday: mean 24.3, s.d. 6.6).

Sunday events, noted with circles in Fig. 6, appear to cause

an increase in the number of people. They include various

organized happenings for visitors, when sometimes a stage,

stalls or other attractions are set up inside the square. The

events which were observed during the observation period

were very different from each other, in their duration, the

number and type of persons they attract, the facilities brought

to the area, and their arrangement, so some, for example the

single event in October, seem to have had a smaller effect on

the whole area density. As we could not predict how many

people will a certain event attract, we treated all events in the

same way.
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Fig. 6. Average daily densities and number of people throughout the
observation period in (a) whole space, (b) corridor, and (c) square (black
= Sunday, red = Wednesday).

Another possible influence on the density are vacation

periods: around Christmas and New Year, spring school break,

the “Golden week” in the beginning of May when there are

several national holidays in Japan, and summer vacations.

These periods correspond to school holidays, when the number

of school children as well as their families that visit the center

increases. The vacation periods are noted as grayed areas in

Fig. 6(a).

The Wednesday data also show the influence of vacation

periods, although it seems that the winter and spring breaks

did not have a large effect. Another distinctive peak in the

Wednesday data is the Vernal Equinox Day on March 20

(circled in the graph), a holiday in Japan.

The variation of density in the corridor area in Fig. 6(b)

follows a similar pattern to that of the whole space density,

albeit with higher values (in average 1.75 times higher). On the

other hand, the square data show a different pattern, Fig. 6(c).

Since the square area is not on the main route through the

space (see Figs. 4 and 5), a small number of people traverse

it during the week. On Sundays (as well as on Wednesdays

during summer vacations) there are more people in the square.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of tracked objects of lower height in corridor during the
year (black = Sunday, red = Wednesday).

There are more visitors and some of them use this area to wait

for someone or to relax. As the events are chiefly organized in

this area, the highest density values correspond to days with

events.

We analyzed the percentage of people of low height, using

a 1.4 m threshold to consider children in the space (1.4 m is

the average height of 10 year old Japanese children). Since our

tracking system does not directly distinguish between children

and other low persons or objects these data can be influenced

by objects such as baby strollers, wheelchairs, tables and

chairs, or people sitting during events. Therefore we only

consider the corridor area, where we hope that the influence

of low objects is relatively small. Analysis on an one-hour

sample of the Sunday data showed that approximately 64% of

tracked objects in the corridor that were below the threshold

actually corresponded to children, and around 21% to baby

strollers, whereas the rest came from people in wheelchairs or

carts used by workers.

The result appears in Fig. 7. There are in general more

children on Sundays than on Wednesdays, as also confirmed in

our personal experience. The percentage on Sundays appears

to increase during the summer break. The Wednesday data

indicate an increase during vacation periods as well as for the

holiday on March 20.

We did not observe patterns for velocities or other variables

during the year.

C. Variations During a Single Day

To analyze variations during a single day, we divided the

time of day into 10-minute intervals and calculated the average

density for each time interval. The values for the intervals

were averaged for all the days, separately for Sundays and

Wednesdays, see Fig. 8.

The density of the whole space (Fig. 8(a)) increases during

the morning, peaks during the day and finally decreases in the

evening. This pattern of change of the density during the day

is similar for both Sunday and Wednesday. Wednesdays shows

little variation during the year, as the relatively small standard

error also illustrates.

The corridor density variation during the day is larger in

scale than the whole space density, Fig. 8(b). Fig. 8(c) shows

that, while being more empty during the week, the square is

used more on Sunday. The comparatively large standard error
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Fig. 8. Average density during the day in (a) whole space, (b) corridor, and
(c) square (black = Sunday, red = Wednesday). The dashed lines represent
the ±1 standard error.

in the square data for Sunday is due to the large variation in

the density from day to day, as confirmed in Fig. 6(c).

The Wednesday data indicates two peaks between 12:00

and 13:00 and around 18:00. These appear to correspond to

the workers “rush hours”, i.e. the lunch hour and end of work.

The increased number of people in the space can be explained

by the workers passing through the area. These peaks are not

visible in the Sunday data, which might be explained by the

relatively smaller number of workers on weekend.

We analyzed the average walking speed throughout the day,

in particular for the corridor area, as shown in Fig. 9. The

speed is higher in the morning. Lower values during the day

may be due to the increased crowdedness of the corridor. The

average speed on Sundays is smaller than on weekdays. Two

peaks occur on Wednesday during the workers’ rush hours,

suggesting that the workers typically walk faster.
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Fig. 10. Division of space into regions for trajectory coding.

V. ANALYSIS OF TRAJECTORIES

Trajectories only consider the route that the pedestrians

take, without regard to their walking pace, so they provide

a different perspective on the space usage. We classified the

trajectories depending on their shape, and then examined the

change of the distribution of the classes.

A. Trajectory Classification Method

We used an approximate trajectory classification method.

Instead of working with the full trajectory information, we

used a compressed representation. We divided the space into

0.5x0.5m cells, and ran a k-means algorithm on the grid cen-

ters. We obtained a Voronoi tessellation of the space, Fig. 10,

where the area is divided into regions of approximately equal

sizes. For each person we noted the order in which she/he

went from one region to another, as shown in Fig. 10 for one

sample trajectory. For the classification we use the obtained

sequence of regions instead of the full person’s trajectory.

To cluster the sequences representing the trajectories, we

defined a distance measure for the sequences, where the

distance between two sequences is defined as the sum of

distances between the matching points, which is given by the

Euclidean distance of the corresponding region centers. The

points are matched in order, but we also allow for skipping of

one point to compensate for the fact that very close trajectories

might pass through different regions, thereby giving a slightly

different sequence. If sequences are of different length, the

distances of the not matched points to the closest point in the

short sequence are also added.

Finally we cluster the sequences using k-medoids, a cluster-

ing method similar to k-means, where the center of a cluster

Fig. 11. Classes of trajectories obtained after clustering. Colors show the
main moving direction: blue = west-east, red = east-west, green = north-south,
magenta = south-north.

is given by one of the sequences (the medoid) instead of the

mean (the mean is not defined in this case). Specifically, we

use the Partitioning Around Medoids algorithm [32].

B. Classification Results

We first extracted clusters from a sample of trajectories

and after that, classified the rest of the trajectories using

the obtained clusters. The trajectory sample consisted of 1-

hour periods from 3 days (2 Sundays, 1 Wednesday). After

discarding short sequences with less than 4 elements we

encoded the remaining trajectories into sequences.

We tested different numbers of clusters and used 12. In

Fig. 11, the first row contains four main groups of trajectories

going from east to west with differing start and end points:

number 1 going through the corridor and exiting at the west

end of the corridor, 2 proceeding further across the square

and then exiting to the north, 3 going even further until the

west end of the area, and 4 just passing through the short

west corridor. The clusters in the second row are similar, but

for trajectories going in the opposite direction. Comparing the

first 8 clusters with Figs. 4 and 5, they correspond with the

main routes through the space.

The rest of the clusters mostly contain activities on and

around the square. Clusters 9 and (less clearly) 11 capture one

more distinctive trajectory pattern—people moving between

the south and north sides of the square. Going south from

the square area it is possible to move outside into an open

space between the shopping center and the sea. This was used

mainly by visitors on Sundays. This represented only a minor

flow and it is not noticeable in the average density and velocity

in Fig. 4.

The obtained division into clusters was used on the rest of

the data to classify all trajectories into one of the clusters,

by associating each trajectory to the closest medoid. This

information on the trajectory classes is analyzed next.

We first looked at the distribution of the trajectory classes

(note that this frequency distribution might have been partially

influenced by the splitting of trajectories due to ID changes,

discussed in Section III-C). Figure 12 shows the average values

of the relative frequencies for each class. Trajectories where

people only stay in the tracking area while passing through

the east corridor, entering on one end and exiting at the
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Fig. 12. Relative frequency of trajectory classes (blue = Sunday, red =
Wednesday).

opposite end of the corridor (classes 1 and 5), were the most

common. There is an observable difference between Sunday

and Wednesday for the last four classes, suggesting that the

square area is used more often on Sunday.

We observed very little variation in the frequencies of

trajectory classes from day to day. However, changes can be

observed during the day. Figure 13 shows the changes in the

relative frequency of the classes, where we bound together

classes explaining the movement towards the west (i.e. into

the area), towards the east (out of the area), and the last 4

classes which include the activities on the square.

In the morning the trajectories going from east to west

dominate, showing that there is a flow into the space. This

is reversed in the late afternoon when the space gradually

empties. In the Wednesday data the movements around lunch

hour are apparent—there is first a flow going toward the east

part of the shopping center, where most restaurants are located,

and than back into the space. Even the Sunday data show a

slightly higher flow towards the east between 12:00 and 13:00,

which could also be explained by the lunch.

VI. MODEL BASED DATA FITTING

A. Overview

There exist variations in the macroscopic pedestrian behav-

ior, and inspection of the data seems to suggest factors like

events and vacation days correlate with the changes. Here we

fit a model to the data in order to show that it is possible to

use a model for predicting the state of the environment, and

to determine which factors are relevant for the model.

We will consider only the estimation of the number of

people. We use a two step procedure, where we first learn

a model for the average number of people for one day and

than use the output of that model to predict the number of

people during the day.

For modeling the nonlinear relationships we used a Gaus-

sian process (GP) model [33]. A Gaussian process is in essence

a random process in which every point and combinations

of points have a normal distribution. The model is fully

described by two functions, one for the mean and one for

the covariance of the underlying distribution, and by adjusting

the parameters of these functions it is possible to match the

data. For all models we chose a mean function equal to zero
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Fig. 13. Relative frequency of trajectory classes during the day (blue =
classes 1-4, red = classes 5-8, green = classes 9-12). The dashed lines show
the ±1 standard error.

and the so called squared exponential with automatic relevance

determination [33] for the covariance function:

k(xp,xq) = σ2exp

(

−

1

2

m
∑

i=1

(xp,i − xq,i)
2

li

)

, (1)

where σ and li are the parameters of the covariance function,

i.e. hyperparameters of the Gaussian process. The learning

consists of finding the hyperparameters that give the best fit

of the process to the data.

A convenient property of this model is “automatic relevance

determination”—it automatically decreases the effect of the

inputs not relevant for the estimate. This is encoded in the

“length-scales” li: from (1) if after training li becomes much

larger than the range of the input i, the covariance function will

be practically unaffected by that input. For the computations

we used the gplm toolbox [33].

B. Estimating the Average Number of People in a Day

We wish to estimate the average number of people during

the observation period, Fig. 6. We separately estimate the

values for Sunday and Wednesday.

As inputs we used variables identified in the analysis in

section IV-B. For Sundays these were the events in the area

and the vacation periods, both marked in Fig. 6(a). In addition

we also use an input for the weather. Vacation input was

coded with 1 during the vacation periods and 0 otherwise.

Event input was encoded with 1 for days with events and 0

otherwise. The information on the events was available on the
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Fig. 14. Modeling of the number of people in the whole space (black =
original data, magenta = estimate). The gray area shows the 2 s.d. confidence
region.

center’s web page. Weather index input ranged from 1 (sunny)

to 4 (heavy rain), parsed from Japan meteorological agency

records. On Wednesdays there were no events, so we only

used vacation and weather inputs. The one holiday which fell

on a Wednesday was treated as a vacation day. (Even though

the Gaussian process is defined on a continuous input space,

the inputs have discrete values, so we look at the model output

only for the specific input values.)

In order to evaluate the obtained GP model, we divided the

input data into training and validation sets. Every third day

from the dataset was chosen as the validation data, whereas

the rest were used for training.

After learning the model, the hyperparameters showed that

the weather index had only a very small effect on the estimate:

length-scale (lweather) was larger than 50 for the Sunday and

Wednesday data. On the other hand, the length-scales for other

inputs were smaller than 1. Therefore, we repeated the learning

without the weather input.

The result of the estimation for the whole area data is

shown in Fig. 14. The grayed area around the estimate shows

the 2-standard-deviations confidence region, obtained from the

covariance function of the underlying Gaussian process. The

estimate appears to model most of the large trends in the data,

although on some days the estimation error is larger than on

others, suggesting that events and vacations do not capture all

the changes.

Table I presents the obtained estimation errors. The error

values for the estimated number of people in the whole area,

corridor and square are shown. It shows that the GP model

performs well both on the test as well as validation data.

For comparison we estimated the number of people on a

TABLE I
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR (RMSE) FOR THE ESTIMATION OF

NUMBER OF PEOPLE THROUGH THE YEAR

GP model

Area Day Training Validation Filter

Whole Wed 8.1 6.4 11.8

Sun 12.8 15.6 21.8

Corridor Wed 2.4 1.6 3.1

Sun 4.1 4.2 5.1

Square Wed 0.72 0.82 0.99

Sun 3.0 1.4 5.6

specific day based on the observed number of people up to

that day. A first order low-pass filter was used:

nfilt(i) = αnfilt(i− 1) + (1− α)n(i), (2)

where n(i) and nfilt(i) are the observed and filtered number

of people on day i, respectively. For all cases the factor α was

set to 0.85, which was determined to give the best estimate.

The filtered value was then used as an estimate of the number

of people on the next day. The estimation errors using the

filtered values are shown in Table I. In all cases the GP model

yielded better performance.

C. Estimating the Variation During One Day

Next, we modeled the changes during the day, as shown in

Fig. 8. In addition to the estimate of the average number of

people for that day obtained in the previous section, we also

used the hour of the day as input. Again, every third day in

the full set was used for validation and the rest for training.

Fig. 15 shows the estimation results with and without

vacation for Wednesdays and with and without events for

Sundays that are not vacations. As compared to the original

data with the same conditions, the model captures the main

trends in the number of people.

Inspecting the original data there are large variations, espe-

cially for the Sunday data. Even on a single day the number

of people can change considerably in a short time, possibly

due to happenings outside of the tracking area. For example, in

Fig. 15(a) two of the days show a large number of people in the

morning. On both days there was a boat cruise that left from

the ferry terminal west of the square, with people gathering

in the area. Cruises happen rarely and this information is not

on the center’s website. The prominent peak in the afternoon

on one Wednesday in Fig. 15(c), is also related to an event of

the ferry company.

The training and validation error values are listed in Table

II. As a comparison we trained a GP model using only time

of day as input (”Only TOD” in the table). The model which

considered events and vacations yields improved performance

over the Only TOD model.

Finally, we also compared with an estimator based on the

filtered value of previous days. The filtering is done for each

interval (i.e. for each time-of-day value) separately using (2).

The GP model outperforms this simple estimator.
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Fig. 15. Modeling of the number of people in the whole space during the
day: model (magenta) compared with original data for several days (black).
The 2 s.d. confidence region of the GP model is shown in gray.

D. On the Necessary Dataset Size

If we exclude the influence of events and vacations, the

analysis above shows that the density and speed statistics did

not change very significantly throughout the year. This brings

up a question about the number of days needed to produce

a model that can satisfactorily describe the statistics for the

whole year.

The answer will be dependent on the environment, the

TABLE II
ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR (RMSE) VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATION

OF NUMBER OF PEOPLE DURING THE DAY

GP model

Area Day Training Validation Only TOD Filter

Whole Wed. 10.5 8.3 13.5 14.2

Sun. 19.1 23.7 25.5 27.8

Corridor Wed. 3.1 2.4 3.6 3.8

Sun. 5.5 6.1 6.2 6.7

Square Wed. 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.4

Sun. 5.2 7.4 7.5 8.0

TABLE III
MODELING USING SMALLER DATASETS: RMSE STATISTIC FOR VARYING

NUMBER OF DAYS IN THE DATASET

days in Wednesday Sunday

dataset mean max mean max

1 15.9 39.8 33.7 72.7
2 15.0 29.1 30.1 44.7
4 14.2 24.1 27.8 36.6
6 13.5 18.6 26.8 32.8
8 13.2 14.9 26.0 29.7

problem in question, and the needed model accuracy, but for

illustration purposes we examine the effect of the dataset size

for our case study. We use a model with only the time-of-day

as input, and repeat the same training and evaluation as above.

The training datasets consisted of a number of consecutive

days from the full dataset whereas the model error was

evaluated on the remaining days. For a fixed number of days

in the training set, we evaluated the root mean square error on

all possible sets of consecutive days, and then calculated the

mean value of the errors as well as the maximum (worst case)

error. We varied the number of the training days to obtain the

results in Table III.

As the number of days in the dataset increases, the average

modeling error decreases. The worst case error can be large

when the dataset is too small, but it steadily decreases with

the increasing size of the dataset. This means that even if the

choice of training days is not optimal, with a large enough

dataset the model will give a fairly good approximation. For

example for Sunday data, if we use a dataset of 4 days the

worst modeling error will be less then 50% larger than the

mean error for the same dataset size.

These results are reassuring as they show that even with

smaller datasets, the obtained model of the statistics should

be descriptive for large periods of time.

VII. CONCLUSION

We analyzed the changes in the long-term usage of space

inside a large area of a shopping mall. We used a tracking

system based on 3-D range sensors for continuous online

tracking of all people. The data were collected over one year,

and we analyzed variables of interest, including density and

velocity, and their changes.
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We found that there are differences in space usage from day

to day as well as during the day. Two factors identified to have

an influence were events which happened inside the area and

school vacation days. No effect of weather was confirmed. We

have modeled the data using a Gaussian process model and

the results showed that knowledge about influencing factors

supports an advanced model for predicting the state of the

space.

While the specific details of the analysis presented here

are valid only for the environment of the data collection,

we believe they can be illustrative of the basic trends in the

macroscopic space usage, especially for similar environments.

We make part of the collected dataset (including

raw sensor data) available to other researchers at

http://www.irc.atr.jp/crest2010 HRI/ATC dataset (more

data can be made available on motivated request).
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